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Abstract

An ionization spectrometer consisting of 10.8 radiation lengths of tungsten
and 35 radiation lengths of iron has been used to determine the energy spectrum
of cosmic ray electrons above 10 GeV. The spectrometer was calibrated with elec
trons from 5.4 to 18 GeV at the Stanford Linear Accelerator and then flown at an
altitude of 6 gm-cm- 2 for 16 hours. Separation of electron initiated events from
proton events was achieved by utilizing starting point distributions, the shower
development in tungsten, and the energy deposited in the large thickness of iron
absorber. The exponent of the differential energy spectrum of the electrons is
-3.1 ±O.2 while the exponent of the background is consistent with the proton ex
ponent of -2.7 +.2.

1. Introduction

The energy spectrum of cosmic ray electrons has been given much attention
in recent years because of its astrophysical significance. "hile results up to
a few hundred GeV have been obtained in balloon flights (Nishimura et al. 1969;
Anand et al. 1968; Anand et al. 1969; Scheepmaker, 1971) serious discrepancies
in the spectral shape and absolute intensity are apparent.

In the hope of clarifying the high energy electron spectrum, a large ar?a
eleQtron detGctor was flown from Alamogordo, New Mexico in April of 1969 at a
depth of 7.9 g/cm2 residual atmosphere and again in November 1970 at 6.0 g/cm2
for a total exposure factor of 4800 M2-ster-sec.

2. Description of the Detector

The experiment consists of three main sections. These are; (a) the charge
module consisting of three scintillators and a Cerenkov counter. A digitized
spark chamber is used to determine the trajectory of particles so that geometri
cal corrections can be made to the pulse heights from the detectors. The spark
chamber is also useful in eliminating particles entering the sides of the detec
tor and other background; (b) the electron cascade section of the detector con
sists of 12 modules each containing a 1/8" thick tungsten sheet and a 1/4" plaslli:
scintillator. Each module is 0.9 radiation lengths thick; (c) the nuclear
cascade section consists of 7 iron modules each of which is 4.5 radiation lengths
thick. (Its primary use is for nucleons; see Ryan et al. this conference.) This
section of the detector was not flown on the 1969 flight.

A diagram of the experiment as flown in 1970 is shown in Figure 1.
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4. Energy Determination

3. Triggering Modes of
the Experiment

In order to reduce
background and the dead
time in Lhc Gxperiment, the
electron trigger criteria
were set to demand the
equivalent of a 7 GeV
electron in the tungsten
modules by requiring a
minimum pulse height in
each of the 12 scintilla
tors. This not only dis
crminated against low
energy particles, but also
eliminated triggers from
most of the high energy
protons interacting deep
in the ~ungsten. The only
protons which triggered
the electron mode were
those which interacted
early in the tungsten
stack. In the proton
trigger mode, particles
were selected which de
posited 40 GeV or more in
the iron modules. These
particles were used to
determine the background
proton correction to the
electron intensity.

The detector was calibrated on positrons from 5.4 to 18 GeV at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator (SLAC) in 1969, and on protons up to 18 GeV at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory in 1970.

The energy of an incident electron is determinzd by the minimization of the
parameter X2 = ~ (N (Eo, to, ti) - N observed (ti»

~ 0 2 (Eo, to, ti) (1)
where N (Eo, to, ti) is the number of particles that an electromagnetic cascade
initiated by an electron of energy Eo will produce at depth ti if it started to
cascade at depth to' 02 (Eo, to' ti) is the variance of N (Eo, to, ti). At
SLAC energies, we observed 02(Eo , to, ti) ~ 4 N (Eo, to, ti) except at small
depths where the deviations were larger.
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A two parameter fit
to the data (Eo and to) is
used to minimize X2 • This
determines Eo, the best
estimate to the energy of
the electron and to) the
best estimate of its start
ing point. By usina our
data from SLAG, a x~ dis
tribution for electrons was
determineda

The energy distribu
tion observed by applying
the procedure outlined
above to a run with 18 GeV
electrons from SLAG is
shown in Figure 2. The
n,HM of the distribution is
~ 17%. The small peak be
low 40 GeV is due to two
18 GeV electrons incident
on the experiment within
the resolving time.

5. Discrimination against
Pl:'otOtla

Due to the fact that
the electron component of
cosmic rays is at best only
a few percent of the proton
component, any measurement
of electrons is usually
plagued with a large com
ponent of protons which may
masquerade as electrons a

Any interaction which pro
duces a nO meson may produce
a cascade that is, in prac
tice, indistinguishable from
a cascade produced by an
electrona

Our study of accelera
tor electrons and in-flight
high energy protons has
revealed that the method of
fitting the cascades to the
equation described above
provides a sensitive means
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of discrimination against
the proton background. In
Figure 3 is presented the
distribution of "apparent
starting points" of a
sample of 16 GeV electrons
at SLAC. This curve is
representative as we have
noted no energy dependence
from 5.4 to 18 ~cV. Note
that although there is only
about 0.2 radiation lengths
of material before the tung
sten stack (0 radiation
lengths on the graph), the
"apparent starting peint'l
distribution peaks at about
0.5 radiation lengths. In
contrast to the electrons,
a group of singly charged
particles was selected from
the 1970 flight which de
posited> 40 GeV in the
iron and ~ 5 GeV in the
tungsten. Furthermore E
(iron)/E (tungsten) > 1,
implying that this class
of particles is dominated
by protons. Their "appar
ent starting point" dis
tribution is shown in
Figure 4.

The distribution in figure 4 exhibits marked structure. The source of the
structure is not well understood at this time. One quarter of the interactions
take place in the plastic scintillators which are invisible on this radiation
length scale. The structure is the result of a competition between the process
of fitting electromagnetic shower curves to nuclear interactions, the transport
of y-rays from ITo decay into subsequent tungsten slabs and the shift of the
"apparent starting point" by a few tenths of a radiation length. At any rate, the
structure is real, is present for both protons and especially for background events
and says that the shower fitting procedure is defining an "apparent starting pain!:!'
with an accuracy of at least ±.2 radiation lengths.

6. Data Analysis

Each possible electron event is examined to be sure that it is caused by a
singly charged particle as determined by the top plastic scintillator and the
Cerenkov detector. Both of these detectors are 30 cm above the tungsten stack.
If the particle is singly charged, the spark chamber data is used to extrapolate
the path of the particle to the twelfth tungsten module. Only particles whose
trajectories pass inside of one inch of the edge of the 12th tungsten module are
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analyzed.

Each possible electron event is then fitted to determine its energy and
apparent starting point. The value of the minimuw X2 is ex~~ined to see if the
probability of it being an electron is greater than .05. If the apparent starting
point is outside the limits observed at SLAC, the particle is discarded as it is
likoly to bQ cAused by a pt::"ot.on intc:ractioi'l. l~urtieles pus.tllng all or the dbtlvo
tests arc estimated to be 85% electrons, the remaining 15% being background that
is indistinguishable from electrons. It is important to note that the spectral
index of rejected particles is -2.7 in agreement with the proton spectrum. He
h~ve also looked for energy dependent effects such as backscatter and find no
effect large enough to cause the observed 0.5 change in spectral index. The re
sultant electron spectrum at the top of the atmosphere is presented in Figure 5.
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7. Cone Ius ions

While the intensity in figure 5
agrees with the results of others at
about 10 GeV, the spectrum is sig
nificantly steeper. The data can be
fitted to a power law with a spectral
index of -3.1 ±0.2.

Our measured spectrum shows no
sharp break but a consistent dropoff
of the intensity of primary cosmic
ray electrons. The spectral index
of -3.1 may indicate a spectrum
steepened by 0.5 power frau -2.6.
If the spectrum at lower energies
has an index of -2.6, then steepen
ing by half a pmver may occur in
range of 10 GeV or below. This
would be consistent with the model
suggested by Jokipii and Meyer (1968)
in which cosmic ray electrons diffuse
in an isotropic medium.
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